Why Choose Falk Authentic Gear Parts?

Why Choose Rexnord?
When it comes to providing
highly engineered products
that improve productivity
and efficiency for industrial
applications worldwide,
Rexnord is the most reliable in
the industry. Our commitment
to customer satisfaction and
superior value extends to every
area of our business.
Delivering Lowest Total
Cost of Ownership
The highest quality products
are designed to help prevent
equipment downtime, increase
productivity and deliver
dependable operation.
Valuable Expertise
An extensive product offering
is accompanied by global sales
specialists, customer service and
maintenance support teams,
available anytime.
Solutions to Enhance Ease of
Doing Business
Our commitment to operational
excellence means you benefit
from getting the right products to
the right place at the right time.

Why Choose Falk Authentic Gear Parts?
Optimum Performance
Keep your plants and production assets running strong. For superior performance in
all power transmission equipment, Falk® Authentic Gear Parts are matched to original
specification, tested, and specifically designed to rugged Falk and Rexnord quality
standards.

High-Quality Aftermarket Gears & Parts
Rexnord leverages more than 100 years of design and manufacturing expertise to
provide high-quality Falk Authentic Gears and Parts that deliver full interchangeability.
Our gear parts are ideal for all makes of gearboxes and gear equipment, including open
gears, custom gear elements, and engineered upgrades.

Worldwide Service
With Falk Authentic Gear Parts, Rexnord helps drive uptime for customers around the
globe. Backed by an extensive network of distributors and select repair shop partners,
these parts help customers keep their gear drives and power transmission systems
operating like new.

Trusted Expertise
Only Rexnord offers the advanced designs, authentic expertise, heritage and quality
of Falk Gears and Drives to provide the highest quality parts and service.

Industry-leading Turnaround Times
Utilizing five North American gear plants, Rexnord produces original equipment,
including high-quality gears, with industry-leading turnaround times. Through unique
programs focused on shortened lead times, Rexnord can deliver gears and parts to
meet your plant’s needs.
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